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OVERVIEW

Brutal is a game of cartoon Martial Arts. The characters in Brutal each have certain traits that they embody; like all heroes, these traits are their strengths and weaknesses.

BACKGROUND

Every four years the Dali Llama travels the world in search of the greatest warriors. He judges not only on martial prowess but how far they truly possess the "warrior spirit"—inviting them all to his peaceful island where they compete to see who is worthy to wear the belt of heaven.
HOW TO PLAY BRUTAL

REGULAR CONTROLLER

CONTROL PAD UP = Jump Up.
CONTROL PAD DOWN = Crouch.
CONTROL PAD RIGHT = Move to the right.
CONTROL PAD LEFT = Move to the left.
CONTROL PAD DOWN + LEFT OR RIGHT = Block.
CONTROL PAD UP + RIGHT OR LEFT = Jump right or left.

BUTTON + AWAY FROM OPPONENT = Roundhouse.
BUTTON + TOWARDS OPPONENT = Reach attack.

BUTTON WHILE JUMPING = Aerial attack.

X BUTTON = Medium kick.
Y BUTTON = Light kick.
B BUTTON = Light punch.
A BUTTON = Medium punch.
R BUTTON = Hard punch.
L BUTTON = Hard kick.

START BUTTON = Pause/Proceed to Next Screen/Skip Animation.
MASTERING THE

FIGHTING

Brutal is all about fighting so you had better read this section!

PUNCHING

To do a regular punch press A, B or R.

B = Light punch. A jab useful for inflicting multiple blows in a short space of time.

A = Medium punch. An all around good attack. Does average damage.

R = Hard punch. Delivers the most damage, but takes the longest to execute.

To do a CROUCHING punch simply press Down on the pad then repeat as above.

To do a ROUNDBOSS HOUSE punch (not all characters) press AWAY and a punch button.
KICKING

To do a regular kick, press A, B or C (making sure you have pressed START to get into kick mode).

A = Light kick. A kick useful for inflicting multiple blows in a short space of time.

B = Medium kick. An all around good attack. Does average damage.

C = Hard kick. Delivers the most damage but takes the longest to execute.

To do a SWEEP, simply press Down on the pad, then repeat as above. A successful sweep will throw your opponent on his back.

To do a ROUNDHOUSE kick (not all characters), press AWAY and a kick button.

SPECIAL MOVES

Each of the characters has many special moves. These are taught to you by the Dali Llama as you progress throughout the game. They are all listed in each character’s description. You CANNOT use these special moves until you have been taught them by the Dali Llama. You can access all the moves available to you by reentering your PASSWORD.
EARNING THE

THE LEARNING SYSTEM
After you have performed particularly well, the Dali Llama will teach you a new and special move for your character. First, you will be shown how to implement the move. You then are given three tries to replicate the move. If you fail after three times, the Dali Llama grows weary of your incompetence and leaves.

INSTANT REPLAY
After each fight, the game will automatically go into the INSTANT REPLAY. WHOEVER WON THE BOUT, CONTROLS THE REPLAY. To skip this, merely press the START button. During the instant replay, the action will automatically be at a slow speed.

BRUTAL FEATURES

INSTANT REPLAY
After each fight, the game will give you the choice of playing the action replay or not. Pressing START will skip the replay. PLAY. WHOEVER WON THE BOUT CONTROLS THE REPLAY. To skip this, merely press the START button.
ULTIMATE BELT

BELT SYSTEM
Players do not start off with all the moves available to them. They must earn their belts by defeating opponents and finally proving themselves to the Dali Llama in the dojo. With each new belt, the character’s extra moves are made available to him.

PASSWORD ENTRY/SAVE GAME
The game stores the character’s information including his belt level, as well as his victories and losses. Also included is the player’s name, so each password is individualized.

THE EIGHT PATHS OF WISDOM
Each character represents one of the paths of wisdom.

1. Right Understanding
2. Right Resolve
3. Right Speech
4. Right Action
5. Right Livelihood
6. Right Effort
7. Right Mindfulness
8. Right Meditation
KUNG FU BUNNY

Right Understanding - “To know fear is courage.”
Style - Relaxed Paw

He bowed his head in contemplation. Cross-legged he looked for guidance from deep within his soul. “It is in the nature of things that all good must come from evil and all evil must come from good.” He remembered what his old teacher had told him. “A white painting on a white canvas is not a painting at all.” Kung Fu Bunny nodded slowly at the wisdom.

The invitation had arrived yesterday at his temple refuge. Handwritten in the Dali Llama’s own hand it asked him to come and fight in the competition once again. Kung Fu Bunny was torn. He had taken his vows of nonviolence and yet the monastery was poor and badly needed the funds the competition could provide.

He gazed around at the peace of this forest retreat. Justly two butterflies meandered by oblivious to any concerns he might have. It was their nature to fly and feed, not to
ponder the world. He smiled as he struck upon the answer. He would enter the competition and fight; if he won, the monastery would be safe for years. But he knew that was not why he was going; he fought because it was his nature to fight and, reluctantly, he realized he could never be free of his nature.

“A white painting is still a painting, to the painter,” he said aloud and smiled.

The butterflies ignored him and flew on.

WHO PLAYS KUNG FU BUNNY?

You are kind and considerate. Nothing gives you greater pleasure than seeing how you have helped another succeed. However, you have difficulty making personal decisions and keeping them. Your desire to help others comes from your desire for someone else to give your life direction.
KUNG FU BUNNY SPECIAL MOVES

Taunt:

Flash Kick:

Double Flash Kick:

KUNG FU BUNNY KATAS

Dance of Death:

Iron Fist:

Devil’s Kiss:

KUNG FU BUNNY PASSWORDS

Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
TAI CHEETAH

Right Mindfulness - “To teach someone is to be responsible for them.”
Style - Tai Chi Chuan

Tai Cheetah stood motionless on the lonely mountain top. His fur rose slightly as a chilly breeze stroked him. Time to begin. Slowly, he began his training kata focusing his mind on the battle to come. As he turned back and forth, his hands weaved an intricate pattern in front of him; slowly, his mind drifted as his body exercised.

So the four years had passed already. The invitation was tucked inside his belt unopened, the symbol on the front was enough to tell him what it contained. The fist of the eight-fold path of enlightenment, the sign of the Dali Llama, the competition was afoot!

He did not need to attend, he had already won life’s great contest. He had succeeded at everything in life, he was spiritually rich, he had a happy family, and he was wealthy. Yes, he had won at everything he could. He lost his footing and stumbled in the middle of the kata. Except for him.
He sighed as he always did when he thought of his pupil Kendo Coyote. He had rescued him from a pride of lions and taught him all his skills and yet he had failed. While Kendo excelled in all areas of physical endeavor, he never understood the spiritual side. Now Kendo was everything that Tai Cheetah stood against and yet, the two still shared a deep fellowship.

Tai Cheetah remembered well the difficulties of teaching Kendo Coyote. They had sat cross-legged in the dojo with a single pillow between them.

"In softness is always strength," he had taught. "Your paw may break the thickest wood or the strongest brick, but you can never break a pillow."

Before Tai Cheetah could blink an eye, Kendo had taken his sword out, delivered a blow and sheathed it. Before him was a pillow in two pieces.

Tai Cheetah sighed once more. Although it pained him, he must go to the competition to see how his pupil was faring. He feared the worst.

WHO PLAYS TAI CHEETAH?

You are devoted to those who are close to you. Yet, you are cold and unfeeling to those whom you regard as enemies. Your abilities are second to none and yet, you lack the self-motivation to excel. Often you are happy with your lot and see no need to change. Too often you have seen others "succeed," only to change into an unpleasant character. Your aims are modest, but your happiness will be grand.
TAI CHEETAH SPECIAL MOVES

Taunt:
Fire Kick:
Fire Run:
Fire Punch:

TAI CHEETAH KATAS

Divine Wind:
Fist of the North:
The Way of the Crane:

TAI CHEETAH PASSWORDS

Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
KENDO COYOTE

Right Resolve - “I’m BACK!”
Style - Kenjutsu

“THEY’RE GOOOOOOOOND!” Kendo held up the packet of Kendo Coyote flakes to the camera and smiled broadly.

“And CUT!,” the director shouted. “Great Kendo, great, really, you are THE one, Baby!”

Kendo dropped the smile dead, ignored the director, and made his way to the dressing room. Once in there he snatched up the phone and dialed.

“Hey James? Yeah, its me Kendo, Yeah, just finished.” Kendo poured himself a glass from the chilled bottle and laid back on the couch.

“Look man I want to go into movies........Yeah, sure, but adverts can’t buy me that new yacht, you know?” He absently pulled his robe on from the side of the couch, it was initialed KC.

“Whaddaya mean I’d have to fight again? Hey, I was number 1 for......yeah WAS Ok, Ok.” He gazed around the room’s walls packed with trophies and medals from
past tournaments, the public memory was fickle and shallow.

“Sure I’ll do it; you know me, anything for a buck! Yeah, no problem, I got just the thing. Leave it to me and within a month I’ll have another trophy that we can get rich off. Sure, James.” Kendo hung up and stared down at his belly. It flopped over his belt like it was trying to escape. Clearly he would have to start exercising again. He walked over to the ample food tray near the couch and looked under the caviar plate. Disappointed, he moved a few other choice dishes to see if there was anything beneath them. Then a slow smile of realization came across his face as his eyes fell upon the trash can at the other side of the room. He moved over and emptied the small trash can on the floor. Sifting through the trash he came upon a small paper dart.

“Gotcha!” He shouted and unfolded the dart to reveal a fist surrounded by an eight pointed star.

He was aging and overweight but Kendo vowed to himself that he would win this tournament. Let them despair as I turn my back on their foolish rituals and beat the best, my way.

WHO PLAYS KENDO?

You are a winner. No matter what happens you know eventually you will succeed. You are undaunted by problems and any setback merely makes you seek another solution. Your confidence makes you reckless. You indulge yourself totally and never cheat yourself of any pleasure.
KENDO COYOTE SPECIAL MOVES

Taunt:

Slam Punch:

Cannonball:

Spinball:

KENDO COYOTE KATAS

The Five Rings:

Ki Force:

Hapkido Kata:

KENDO COYOTE PASSWORDS

Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
RHEI RAT

Right Speech - (Quote unavailable)
Style - Thai Boxing

His opponent wiped his bloody nose and the crowd roared. Rhei stood poised, waiting for his opponent’s next move. A poorly aimed roundhouse came flying at him. In one move he deflected the leg and inflicted a double punch to his opponent’s groin. He followed up with a lightning blow to the neck and finished him off with a mighty kick to the face. His opponent flew out of the ring and landed in the crowd unconscious and would probably need to be hospitalized. Rhei scowled at the cheers of admiration for him and left the arena.

His manager approached him as he walked back to the dressing room. “Rhei, Rhei.” He scowled, “Couldn’t you just wave to the crowd once?, or maybe even smile?”

Rhei stopped in his tracks, turned, and stared hard at his manager. “Ok, Ok, it was just a thought. Look, here’s a letter; it came for you today.”

Rhei took the letter and raised an eyebrow as he felt the damp glue give way to open the envelope. His manager caught the look and started to babble.
“The uh..., servants opened it by mistake, so I had them reglue it...” he stammered.

Rhei shook his head at the stupidity of the excuse. Invitations to the competition came with a wax seal not glue.

“Anyway, you can’t go.” His manager continued, “You’ve got big money fights all through that month, sorry.” His manager showed him the page of his day-timer to back up the veracity of the statement. He smiled a sympathetic smile and shut his day-timer to end the debate, such as it was.

Rhei stared at him.

“One of them is Silver River himself!” The manager argued. Rhei looked at the invitation, then at the manager.

“That fight alone is worth $100,000 to us. You can’t just throw that away!” The manager was getting desperate.

Rhei turned and walked away.

“Ok, Ok, I’ll rebook it. Darn, I just can’t argue with him!” He shook his head and followed Rhei towards the dressing room.

“Hey, Rhei, we could make up the cash by you doing that shampoo endorsement we were discussing?” He added hopefully.

The door to the dressing room slammed shut.

WHO PLAYS RHEI?

You despise fools. You want them to be humiliated. You are the one who can stand up to the bullies and shame them. You find it difficult to make friends as they often make you cringe with their ignorance and inability. You speak very little, as you can normally answer your own questions much better than most other people. Strangely, you have found it difficult to succeed in life whereas others with less ability succeed.
RHEI RAT SPECIAL MOVES

Taunt:

Batter & Blow:

Frenzy:

KO Punch:

RHEI RAT KATAS

Tsumai:

Muay Thai:

Lightening Fury:

RHEI RAT PASSWORDS

Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
PRINCE LEON THE LION

Right Effort - “Have only one judge, the world.”
Style - Tan Ku (The Iron Rage)

Leon walked from the jet and waved to the crowd. A cheer rose from the people gathered and garlands of flowers were thrown in front of his footsteps. It was good to be home.

The limousine raced him to the royal palace where he was greeted by the servants. His father the king was still out hunting and would not be back for some days.

“Your highness?” A servant pushed forward a small envelope towards Leon.

He took it with a nod and opened it. After reading the invitation, he neatly folded it back into the envelope and laid it on a small table. Moving to a window he gazed out at the African plains beyond.
“You both will be there, won’t you?” He spoke to himself. Moving to his study he opened a scrapbook and flicked through it. It was filled with clippings of his two enemies, Tai Cheetah and Kendo Coyote.

“Kendo Coyote to appear in new movie!” The headline of the New York Informer blared.


Leon pushed the book aside and stared up at the ceiling.

“I will shame you both as you shamed me.” Leon vowed to himself. For honor’s sake he would cross the world and fight, but for pride’s sake he would win.

WHO PLAYS LEON?

You never forget a debt for right or wrong. You stop at nothing to even up the score. Your will power is indomitable; however, you find it difficult to focus on more than one thing at a time.
BRUTAL CHARA

PRINCE LEON THE LION SPECIAL MOVES

Taunt:

Bite:

Swim:

Roar:

Power Chord:

PRINCE LEON THE LION KATAS

Rage Within:

The Leon Experience:

Wild Side:

PRINCE LEON THE LION PASSWORDS

Belt / Move -

Belt / Move -

Belt / Move -

Belt / Move -
FOXY ROXY (Indrah Prashmet)

Right Livelihood - “To care for others is the greatest joy.”
Style - Penjat Silat

Reaching down to the injured child Indrah’s smile was genuine, even if the surroundings were not. The flashes of the camera shot away any feelings of intimacy between her and the infant. Still these were the burdens of being the President of the U.N.’s Children’s Fund. How ironic she thought that not 20 years ago she too was an abandoned orphan in a U.N. hospital just like this one; her youth had only one passion, the mastery of the martial art of Penjat Silat. Her adulthood also had only one passion, to help others who had gone through the pain she had. Now, here she was, still helping people, determined with every passing day to ease the pain of another in some small way. To the world she was one of the most successful and popular bureaucrats ever, but she held a secret.
Now another four years had passed and it was time for her secret again. She would attend the competition as long as she was invited, such was her love for the great man who held it, the Dali Llama.

“Could you hold the child up Ms. Prashmet?” A reporter brought her back to reality. She smiled a broad smile and secretly thought of the time soon coming when no one would be asking her to smile, only to accept the belt of heaven.

**WHO PLAYS FOXY?**

You are a capricious, playful soul who loves to see joy and happiness. You are unable to take anything seriously for too long however, and you have a strong need for diversion.
FOXY ROXY SPECIAL MOVES

Taunt:

Handstand Attack:

Rolling Sweep:

Whiplash Kick:

FOXY ROXY KATAS

Kuntao Kata:

Penjat Silat Mind Throw:

Call of the Lotus:

FOXY ROXY PASSWORDS

Belt / Move -

Belt / Move -

Belt / Move -

Belt / Move -

Belt / Move -
IVAN BEAR

Right Action - “You can rest when you’re dead.”

Style - Soviet Military

Ivan strained against the cramped rail carriage seat. Of course the Trans Siberian Railway was not designed for comfort, but for someone of his frame, it was worse than usual. Ivan was not the sort of Russian who would bear such grievances stoically either. He was more the sort of Russian who wanted to share his discomfort with others. To this end he constantly nudged his neighbors, either waking them or causing them to wish he was smaller so they could threaten him. After a while he took to gazing out into the forests whizzing by and wishing he was out there doing something. Anything, in fact. The inactivity of the journey was made tolerable only by the thought of the action at the end. Imagine him, Ivan, invited by the greatest living martial artist to compete on his island. Ivan was not even trained in any particular martial art; of course, he had been military hand-to-hand champion for 3 years running before he had left. Then, he had taken
up a job on a construction site and thought the competitive part of his life was over until the letter came. It was snuggled deeply within his pocket and every now and then he would pat it for reassurance. Ivan smiled and elbowed his neighbor in the ribs.

WHO PLAYS IVAN?

You are a down-to-earth kind of person who stands for no nonsense. Almost any problem can be overcome by a bit of common sense and hard work. You hate to sit still for any length of time and you are unable to see why some people want to do nothing all the time.
IVAN BEAR SPECIAL MOVES

Taunt:

Earthquake:

Big Belly:

IVAN BEAR KATAS

Strength of the North:

Rage of the World:

Jab Al Nar:

IVAN BEAR PASSWORDS

Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
He stood arms outstretched on the mountain top. From here he could see the ocean on all sides of the island. He breathed deep and allowed his mind to reach out.

He saw them all, one by one, making their way here to the island.

There was Kendo drinking on a cruise liner. But it would be an unwise opponent who took Kendo for a fool.

Prince Leon still running through Asia, he would get here strong after his journey. Leon seemed driven by something. Would Leon ever be rid of his rage? The llama wondered.
Tai Cheetah deep in meditation waiting for the airplane to come. Tai, the only one who truly did not care, if he won or lost.

Foxy whisked away at night in a black car to make her secret journey.

Kung Fu Bunny still training deep in the forest.

Jvan the Bear uncomfortable on the train complaining about food.

The Pantha deep in conversation with the monks of Kali Chaka. The Pantha worried him and yet he showed such promise!

The Llama lowered his arms and waited, soon it would begin.

"Only through inner strength can come physical strength."

"Sometimes the fastest blow is the one delivered last."

You are given the code to play Dali Llama once you have completed the game on black belt or above.
DALI LLAMA SPECIAL MOVES

Taunt:

Head Butt:

Smoke:

DALI LLAMA KATAS

Apocalypse:

Mind of the Gods:

DALI LLAMA PASSWORDS

Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
Belt / Move -
“Only through inner strength can come physical strength.”

“Sometimes the fastest blow is the one delivered last.”

The Mirror
When your opponent attacks is when he is weakest,
To defeat your opponent you must understand him,
To know your opponent you must become him,
By defeating your opponent you must defeat yourself,
There are no opponents.

The Fire
The warrior knows fear for he must give it,
The warrior knows strength for he needs it,
The warrior knows his body for it is his weapon,
The warrior may take a lifetime to become a master,
The warrior may lose a fight but never honor.

The Water
The free have knowledge so fear is impossible,
The free do not have strength they have laughter,
The free knows his body for it gives him joy,
The free may become so the instant he opens his eyes,
The free laugh and so the fight passes them by.
The Music
The music is all around,
Everything becomes greater with the rhythm,
Rhythm gives you form,
Form brings victory,
With form victory is no longer important.

The Wind
Can you fight the wind?
Can you see the wind?
Can you hold the wind?
Who is the wind?
Look there it is!

The Road
Where do you wish to go?
Why are you going there?
Who do you wish to be?
What do you wish to have?
Wait!
Did you get there faster?

The Master
The master does not speak of it,
The novice speaks as a master,
The master knows joy and form,
The master smiles at the world,
For him the world smiles back.
GLOSSARY OF MARTIAL ARTS TERMS

kata [kah tah] : A set sequence of moves. The student is made to repeat these moves so often that it becomes instinct. In a fight situation when a combatant is confused, he often remembers his kata.

chi [chee] : Translated as “breath”. Chi is inner energy.

ki [key] : Similar in many ways to Chi (see above). This is the Japanese term for that inner energy or spirit.

dojo [do-jo] : Martial arts school or training area.

obi [oh-bee] : A belt or sash worn to show the level of martial arts advancement.

dan [dahn] : Translated as “step”. This is a grade system for those who have achieved black belt or above.

GI [geeh] : Loose jacket and trousers used in the practice of many martial arts.

guru [goo-roo] : Wise man or teacher.

-ka [-kah] : A student of a martial art. Thus, Judoka is a student of Judo.

tao [dough] : The way of a particular art.
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Some states do not allow limitations on the duration of an implied warranty or exclusions of limitations of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations and/or exclusions of liability may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

**CYBERSOFT CUSTOMER RELATIONS**

1-305-935-3995

• 8 AM to 8 PM, Eastern time

**GAME HINT AND TIP LINE**

1-900-903-GAME (4263)

• 80¢ per minute charge
• Touch tone phone required
• Minors must have parental permission before calling
• Available 24 hours

**TO ORDER CYBERSOFT AND GAMETEK PRODUCTS**

Call toll-free 1-800-GAMETEK
(1-800-426-3835).

24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Visa and Mastercard accepted.